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An unstructured group met for one hour for five weeks. A transcript of each
session of the group is described from notes based on memory made immediately
following the class. These transcripts provide a discussion as a basis for interpretation . Interpretation is based on the theories of Wilfred Bion (1959), Dorothy
Whitaker and Morton Lieberman (1964) . The tenets of their theories are presented following the introduction. Discussion of the session follows each transcript to identify the emotions or symbols which underlies the discussion and
gives it a coherent meaning. An application of the theories to the five sessions is
undertaken in the concluding section ofthis report .

2. Theoretical Appa+oar~s far I~erpreting Granips.

Wilfred Bion, Dorothy Whitaker and Morton Lieberman demonstrate by their
writings their beliefs that "a certain underlying orderliness can be identified" in
leaderless groups (Whitaker & Lieberman, 1964, p. 243). The central focal conflict theory of Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) is based on evoking unconscious
states in group members which allows groups to follow orderly lines, observable
to an analyst, beyond the knowledge ofgroup members .

3. Shifts Ca~sta~tly Ooc~ring in Gras

In spite ofthe intelligible orderly design inherent in groups, both Bion (1959) and
Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) accept the shifting of the group situation as
groups evolve over time . Bion (1959) does not formally define the stages but

implies the existence of a formation stage in which group members are uncomfortable and get to know each other. Emphasis appears to be on the role of the
group leader in this phase.

Wlutaker & Lieberman (1964) refer to an involvement or organisation stage
which provokes conflict because of the pursuit by members of their self-interests
and unwillingness to self-disclose their real interests . Both Bion (1959) and
Whitaker & Lieberm~n (1964) imply a cohesive task oriented working phase in
which problem solving occurs. Bion's (1959) focus is on how groups are diverted
from this phase. Whitaker & Lieberman (1964), in contrast, exam
;nes how this
phase operates through negotiation of solutions within the framework offocal
conflict. Both authors also recognise the shifting emphases and emotions involved with group termination. The main emphasis of both writers, however, is
not the shifts inherent in groups, but their continuity .
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Bion's defintion of a group is a number of individuals meeting together for a
purpose (Bion, 1959; Rioch, 1970, p. 19) . There is a common recognition of a
joint purpose, group boundaries, a capacity and willingness to absorb new
members, and avaluing ofmembers for their contributions. Bion's definition of a
group fits most task oriented groups and is typical of most group definitions .

Such a group is perceived by Bion as containing two metaphorical parts, which
he calls 'the work group' and 'the basic assumption group' .

The work group

represents a group performing its real task, such as planning a conference. The
structure of the group is determined by its purpose and task. Such a group is

cooperative, rational and mature and is oriented towards completing its task as
efficiently as possible . The members of such a group work together harmoniously, with each contributing to the fulfillment of the task. An example of such a
group might be a school finance committee or a school senior staff meeting
working together to allocate the funds ofthe school.

Bion (1959) suggests that many groups are detoured from their task orientation
by frustration and breakdown of the work processes . Because a group may be
unable to complete a task effectively a state of insecurity and anxiety is aroused.
This frustration with the incomplete and troublesome task releases regressive
emotional drives. The comparison is Freudian in the sense that the group wishes
like a young child to return to a dependent primitive state.

Thelan (Pines, 1985, p. 146) refers to these unfortunate drives as the group's
"heart ofdarkness" reminiscent ofJoseph Conrad's novel by the same name. The
comparison is apt because Conrad suggests that every man harbours the seeds of
is own innate evil, which like the tempting apple before Adam and Eve, leads to
temptation, commitment of evil and ultimately to man's downfall. Similarly, the
possibility that all groups may regress to primitive states destroys their effectiveness as rational task oriented bodies.

The drives are termed'the basic assumption groups' meaning that members in
groups will behave as if certain assumptions were true. The group's adherents
tend to participate in mass action, in an unconscious way that is only coherent
and understandable ifviewed from the perspective of an assumption shared by
its members . A better analogy is culture . A culture is an accepted way of doing

things which is characteristic of the group. Yet in Bion's (1959) sense the group
is bound by a culture which is transparent and unknowable to its members. Bion
(1959) refers to the group as an organism, implying that all group members like
heart, lungs and liver of a homo Sapiens, are functioning together to fulfill some
unknown overriding purpose. Like the analogy to the body's organs, the common
purpose may not be apparent to the group members.

Bion (Pines, 1985) refers to a proto-mental state which is a prototype of the basic
assumption . This postulate is a matrix in which physical and mental elements
are undifferentiated in human beings . His system prepares individuals for life in
groups, but the theory conflicts with their abilities to function as individuals.
Bion does not examine individual functioning.

Sanders (1984) suggests that an experience of problem solving and functioning in
groups is essential for normal development . Otherwise frustrations will lead to
the basic assumption states . Bion's (1959) assumptions underlying the group
process remain constant during the life of the group and do not deviate. Consequently, the group can be perceived to be struggling in a characteristic way
throughout all its meetings and its life to meet some unmet requirement. These
assumptions are vaguely outlined as dependency, fight or flight responses and
pairing. Bion (1959, p. 7?) notes that a group will "...easily and spontaneously ...
structure itself in a manner suitable for acting on these basic assumptions. ..."
Bion (1959, p. 160) notes that these assumptions are all anti-intellectual, antiindividual and are opposed to change and development.

4.L1 Dependency State

The dependency state is described by Bion as one in which the group seeks secucity and protection by a strong leader who will meet their needs almost magically(Bion, 1959, p. 74) . Group members are perceived as helpless, immature and
weak in contrast to an omnipotent dominating leader.

Because a leader cannot live up to expectations, the leader may be deserted by
the group for a more extreme or disturbed leader(Pines, 1985). There is greed of
group members and conflict between their needs, but the leader is unrealistically
expected to solve all their problems. The dependent group is exemplified by a
doctor-patient relationship or a religious group in which exegesis of a written
work may replace the actual leader.

Perhaps an example of such a group would be the Jones religious group which
committed mass suicide on the command of its leader in Guyana. These group
members looked to its leader to meet all their needs including the needs for
security, food, shelter, and higher needs such as social belonging, self-concept and
self-actualisation . When the leader was threatened by outside intervention as
exemplified by the visit of the American congressman, the group may have been
prepared to abandon Jones . Instead, the more extreme or radical solution of
mass suicide was adopted . This move fits Bion's (1959) prediction that groups
will accept more radical leaders or solutions when current leaders are unable to
meet their needs.

4-L2 PSght-Fligbt State

The fight-flight assumption suggests self-preservation as the goal, realised by
fighting an enemy or running away from danger. The group member is subordinate to the group in this assumption state. The leader is seen as a military officer who can mobilise action for fight or flight, recognises danger and inspires
sacrifice. Action replaces introspection in this state. The army represents an
example of this type of basic assumption group.

Perhaps an example of a leader of this type of group is Saddam Hussein of Iraq.
He has been accepted by a country which is prepared to be aggressive in meeting
its needs for wealth and security. Saddam entitles himself as king. The very
notion of a King is anachronistic in a democratic age and suggests regressive
tendencies by the group . The King's involvement in a ten year war with Iran
demonstrated the leader's ability to mobilise his country on a military footing .

His current negotiations with Iran and the signing ofa peace treaty illustrates
his opposing trait, a willingness to retreat in order to protect the country. Hussein's frequent threats to use chemical weapons and his assertion that his soldiers are ready to die suggest his ability to inspire self-sacrifice . This type of
country is characterised by impulsive action such as demonstrated by the invasion of Kuwait, rather than rational planning.

~L3 Pairing State

Pairing states refer to dyad discussions by group members which are looked upon
by other group members as preliminary attempts leading to sex, reproduction
and growth of the group . Once again a Freudian analogy has been utilised by
Bion, who was a Freudian psychiatrist by training. The state represents optimism and hope which must not be realised to be effective(Bion, 1959, p. 152).
Pairing is seen as a method to preserve and to renew the group through the
metaphor of birth. An aristocracy represents an example of this type of assumption group.

This group is less common and may be characteristic of therapeutic groups.
Because of the lack of structure and insecurity caused by unmet needs, group
members tend to share their concerns in pairs. Other group members may
watch and listen to pairs in discussion. In a metaphorical sense, members place
their optimism in these pairs to resolve their problems. Nevertheless, the trust
in pairs is based on hope for some illusory future rather than an understanding of
the interaction which is occurring in pairs . In this sense, pairing is anti-intellecteal.
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All basic assumption states are similar in their irrational, anti-intellectual, inward, and fantasy nature. The assumption states look backward as if through a
car's rear vision mirror and resist change and knowledge. This basic conservatism may be identified as another unvarying characteristic of group life in the

basic assumption state.

Another common characteristic of Bion's theory is the characterization ofindividual members being subordinate to the group throughout the group life.
Unlike democratic theory which suggests that every member should maximise
his or her potential as a person, Bion's (1959) members are inferior to the group.
In the fight-flight group, in particular individuals are easily sacrificed for the
benefit ofthe whole.

Bion (1959) suggests that on the positive side, basic assumption states may be
controlled and utilised rationally such as occurs in churches, or armies . Yet the
process is undertaken by a leader in a Machiavellian fashion by hegemonic exploitation of the basic assumption states ofhis cohorts in order to achieve an ends.

Bion (1959, p. 116) coins the chemical term valency to represent the attraction of
a group's basic assumption for an individual. All individuals have some valency
towards at least one predominant assumption state. In essence Bion (1959) is
suggesting that we carry within us the seeds of our own irrationality which may
grow with poisonous malignancy within the hothouse climate ofthe group .

For effective functioning, a group must be in its task state but harness the
underlying basic assumption state to work in conjunction with the task. In doing
so Bion believes that groups may be successful(Rioch, 1970, p. 29) . Pines (1985)
also suggests that by examining how groups avoid their tasks with assumption
states, they may be redirected back to their task.

5. A Fowl-Candid Model

Whitaker & Lieberman (1964) suggest that groups possess coherence amidst
their diversity because of shared underlying feelings. Like Bion's (1959) groups,
this underlying element is most difficult to detect when a group is working on a
task . It is more apparent in therapeutic groups which lack a clear task orientation. In addition members of therapeutic groups are frequently insecure, anxious
and may be under stressa What is reacted to by the group is based on members
expectations, the group structure and the group composition and becomes an
emerging and common group concern.

Whitaker suggests that therapy groups operate on two levels ; an overt surface
level and a subjective subterranean level. The second level permits connections
to be made around emotional feelings such as sadness or anger, or around symboss, such as pictures recalled about an event. Consequently, in an unstructured
group, the direction taken by the conversation may divert in unexpected ways
and appear to be disconnected or disjointed. The path taken by the conversation
is explicable only by following the hidden logic based on connections to similar
emotions or symbols which underlie the conversation. The connections are made
associately because of a heightened emotional state, and the lack of structure in
the group.

The emotions expressed during the conversation also relate to the present. If
frustration is the group theme, it is because the group currently feels frustrated.
The frustration exists in the here and now and is expressed by the group talking
about specific examples of their frustration, or previous frustrating experiences.
For instance, ifpeople are feeling anxious with the lecturer about assessment,

they may express this anxiety by talking about anxiety towards their husbands
or wives, boss or acquaintances in another context . Often this conversation will
occur without the speaker being conscious of the here and now nature of the real
source of the emotion.

Leiderman and Whitaker refer to the central theme of group conversation as the
group focal conflict . This focal conflict may exist over numerous meetings for
weeks . The group works towards solution to the focal conflict. This solution is
called the focal solution. Movement towards or away from the solution is gradual
and occurs as a result of what is termed disturbing and reactive motives . Disturbing

motives are group wishes. Reactive motives are group fears such as

fears of ridicule, embarrassment, rejection or appearing ignorant . The focal
conflict refers to shifts bought about by the interaction of disturbing and reactive
motives amongst the group majority.

This concern becomes a means for members to reduce anxiety and to allay underlying conflicting feelings, wishes and fears. Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) term
this shared aspect as a'group focal conflict' . Group solutions are attempts to
resolve this conflict and to reduce anxiety as much as possible. A group theme is
a series of focal conflicts linked by common wishes . These linked themes represent group culture.

As was apparent with Bion's basic assumption states, Whitaker's and Lieberman's (1964) group members are often unaware of the underlying focal conflict.
They enter with a cultural baggage of habitual and sometimes maladjusted
personal solutions which they are desperately attempting to implement. Group
discussions threaten the individual by challenging these solutions as incompatible
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with the group solution. Members may recognise the direct, observable and attractive nature of solutions to barely understood conflicts or they may choose to
withdraw from the focal conflict . Conflicts of solutions lead to a choice of a
shared solution which reduces fears and anxiety. Members may influence the
group prior to the adoption of a group solution or block the group in its choice of
solutions. Solutions may deal only with fears in a reactive sense or may also satisfy the disturbing motive . The group focal conflict life span extends from the
initial fear to its resolution in a group solution.

As a psychoanalysist explains the behaviours ofa client, so may an observer show
knowledge of the group culture and make the behaviours and discussion of the
group explicable. This process is undertaken, based on interpretation of five one
hour transcripts ofunstructured conversation.
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6. Sessiion awe
&1

The process was illustrated in Session One as follows . Karen expressed her
anxiety about a threat to her mother and her relief that the threat had dissipated. Conversation commenced immediately following Karen's remark. Miguel
connected with the anxiety/relief theme by associating his remarks around
anxiety

experienced

towards

hearing of a pregnant mother with cancer.

Susie connected with the horror aspect of this story by talking about her
anxiety about a threat to her newly adopted son. Supported by expressions of
group interest she continued by telling the problems she was currently facing
with the bureaucracy associated with child adoption. Miguel felt an emotional
sense of wonder and commented on how pleased he was to see some people's

determination to have families in this age of divorce. They stressed the importance of the family unit. Mary reacted by feeling threatened since she recently
divorced her husband and continued to keep a family of three children together.
She asserted that in some situations, keeping a family together required splitting
up, and people who divorced were fighting equally hard on behalf of their children. She felt that Miguel was excessively idealistic. The group was concluded
by inviting members who had not participated to join in.
62 A~lys s

The group was unstructured. Bion (1959) suggests that because a group may be
unable to complete a task effectively a state of insecurity and anxiety is aroused.
This frustration with the incomplete and troublesome task releases regressive
emotional drives. Anxiety was generated because there was no clearly defined v;=
task at hand to occupy the attention ofgroup members. The prolonged silences
led to concern over the uncomfortable feelings engendered by a lack of structure
and a need to alleviate this anxiety provoking situation. Our unstructured group
met anxiety provoking conditions since it lacked any set task. Bion (1959) implies the existence of a formation stage in which group members are uncomfortable and get to know each other through the role of the group leader in warming
the group up. In Bion's terminology, anxiety and insecurity would move the
group from a 'work group' towards a basic assumption state . These were states
of an unconscious nature in which group discussion followed interpretable
themes or focal conflicts. Whitaker & Lieberman (1964) suggest existence of an
initial organisation stage which provokes conflict in the group because of the
pursuit by members of their self-interests and unwillingness to self-disclose their
real interests . Our group in the first session was in the 'forming' stage and met
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these criteria for lack of organisation, direction and 'warm up' . Group members
at this early stage would not have been to anxious to reveal their real thoughts
and feelings.

Whitaker (1964) described these initial group discussions as revolving around
conflicts in order to negotiate a group solution. The role offamily served as an
initial conflict. Bion (1959) argued that group actions were understandable only
be viewing group actions through an understanding of group acceptance of basic
assumptions of dependency, fight, flight or pairing. Dependency on a leader was
avoided because of a lack of clearly identified leaders . Fight or flight, to face
insecurity and danger or to run away from it, are relevant themes in this context.
The present condition underlying our group discussion may have been an~ety at
being placed in an unstructured group situation, in which the safety ofsome of
the group members was threatened with inadequate group support . Thus conversation focussed around threat to life. A distance developed between Mary
and Miguel based on opposing ideas and beliefs . Because this expression of
emotion occurred towards the end of the group, it failed to elicit full group discession and group support. Mary was left feeling uncomfortable and unsupported. Peter and Miguel also felt threatened by the debunking of the family unit
which was central to their beliefs. The group possibly was feeling uncomfortable
because Mary was failing to elicit sufficient group support and was possibly left
feeling distressed over her perceived inadequacy at running peer groups . The
focal conflict which emerged was about safety and over the place ofthe family .
These issues commenced an ongoing theme with discord over disturbing and
reactive motives. Miguel represented a disturbing force who saw security and
safety for the group in being like a family; perceiving the group as safe, warm and
caring . Mary possibly was a reactive motive, who may have felt that the group
like her ex-husband was unsupportive and threatening and who felt that she
13
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must face events alone without relying on group support. In Bion's terminology,
Mary represented flight, while Miguel acted as leader for cohesion and fight, in
the group's search for safety and security. Both sides wished the same outcome,
a supportive environment in which to succeed, be supported and be secure.

?.

2

7.1 Tran~k

Don commenced through an invitation of the group leader . He described his
worry, caused by experiencing a sudden onset of high blood pressure and being
rushed to hospital in an ambulance . As first speaker, Don's crisis was not fully
picked up by the group, who had yet to warm up. The theme of safety and threat
to life was picked up by other group members who maintained this thread. Noel
mentioned euthanasia and how easy it is to lose life through lack of provision of
services. Susie talked about threat to life with regards to difficulties in friends
who were childless being deprived from adopting a Nepalese child. She described
the death of someone assisting them on a Thai Air flight from Bangkok to
Kathmandu. Mary responded to Susie's story more on the cognitive than emotional level by suggesting that it was ok to adopt over 34 years of age due to her
research on the nervous system. Perhaps Mary was becoming anxious about the
depth of group emotion and was attempting to direct the group to an area perceived by her to be a safer theoretical, cognitive and non-emotional level. Peter
continued the theme of insecurity to life by expressing anxiety over the high
crime rate, cases of rape and media coverage of starvation abroad . Julie broke
the group norm that life was unsafe by stating that she felt perfectly safe and
had no fears of being robbed or attacked when she went out at nights. This view
was supported by other group members who noted the tendency of the media to
14

exaggerate violent events . The discussion of ways to help others led to consideration of delivery of human services. Again group members expressed anxiety
over the poor delivery ofhuman services . Don noted that the cutback of budgets
hampered Medicare. Others noted high euthanasia in the Netherlands and
suggested that severely ill patients were being encouraged to die . With the
group members asked to express how they felt, only Rodrizo expressed a sense of
anger, that group members felt and acted in such a powerless way to change the
system. He urged members to become actively involved to aid the lot of others in
life. He argued that life is dangerous but must be experienced with its dangers.
72 Analy~s

The disturbing motive of the group was perhaps a current group anxiety over the
group's inability to express strong support for its members, such as Mary's
anxieties over being forced to lead a group during the first session or Don's
medical crisis in the second session . After the open sharing of the first week,
members were feeling distrustful, uncomfortable and anxious over the group's
ability to support its members. Bion (1959) might see the group as being an~ous
and accepting the basic assumption of escape in their search for security . The
wish was the need for warm group support. Consequently the conversation
resolved around the focal conflict of threats to safety because the group was
continuing its focal conflict based on the theme ofgroup security from the first
session. Life was seen as precarious and unpredictable with disastrous events
occurring unexpectedly.

The group also functioned in the present. Rodrizo's anger represented an anger
in the present, towards a group which he may have perceived as ignorant, complacent and uncaring, overly concerned with its own self-preservation. The final
15

norm or restrictive solution became support for Rodrizo's position, shifting the
group theme towards involvement, in spite of counter arguments or reactive
ideas in support of working with people as opposed to systems . The group
theme in the present represents in microcosm the external world about which
the conversation resolved . The metaphor of life versus death may have been
concern over the groups lack of security and the embarrassing things that could
occur to members in a group. Miguel was arguing for people to take risks and
experience life in the group . Rodrizo urged the group to take immediate action
rather than simply talking. He urged the group to do something. Some of the
group shifted to support this position. Others reacted to 'should' statements and
asserted that the group was already dealing with issues of safety and disaster in
their own way, successfully. The group theme at close was acceptance that group
members could approach issues in the group using their own techniques. Rodrizo's approach was aceeptable as were other approaches for solving conflict.

8. Sesstion 3 Aug 18
8.17~a~c~
Laura commenced the group by describing her illness which led to her absence
the preceding week. Don then recalled the previous week's proceedings by noting
the group's concern over group safety and fear of the uncertainty of life. He
added that he felt Mary's discussion of the nervous system represented a reactive attempt to divert the group theme to a safer, technical level . Miguel then
stated that he had the impression that he had upset the group last week. He
stated he was a relaxed happy person who really did not wish to reform the
world. These remarks were well received by the group with laughter. Peter
reported that he felt Rodrizo was annoyed last week . Peter disliked the use of
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'should' and felt that Rodrizo had been manipulative. Rodrizo felt he also disliked
'should' but felt strongly over the issues . Karen supported Rodrizo by noting the
passion with which he had spoken . Miguel also noted Rodrizo's background and
passion for life. Don noted the force with which Rodrizo spoke .

Susie noted that Don seemed unsupported last week and she hadn't known what
to say at the time. She felt anxious about it. She also felt that Mary's issues
were still unresolved and that the group had been unsupportive for Mary. She
was uncomfortable with that feeling. She felt the group was superficial last
week. She felt admiration for Julie's honesty.

Miguel felt ambiguous about the group with its lack of structure and the need
both to analyze group experiences and to participate in and get things out of the
group. He disliked the clinical aspects . Karen agreed on the difficulty of dual
roles. Karen expressed admiration for Noel's concern for helpingpeople. Noel
reiterated that she worked better with people than with changing systems on a
larger scale. People who work on the broad scale neglect close friends . She
added she felt attacked by social action people who urged changing the world
rather than people . Consequently she was triggered by the social action as
opposed to clinical approach. Julie reported that she too liked looking after
friends .

After some extended silence, Susie noted her sense ofhelplessness in working
after hours and her need to withdraw from helping others, such as friends who
ring up. She felt she couldn't withdraw from others but she wanted to focus on
the family. Miguel supported the dilemma and noted the need to support those
close to the family. He felt helpless to help humanity but could help friends .
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Susie talked about her experience in applying for a job to help overseas in Thailand, then being rejected . She felt frustrated at making a heavy commitment.
Don supported the concept of making a commitment and being rejected through
reference to preparing resumes and not getting a reply. Julie supported this
theme by describing ajob she failed to get the proceeding week and how a recent
graduate got the job . She noted the role offate, that had she more luck in timing
she would have got the job . She expressed disappointment but was optimistic for
the future. Don supported Julie by noting the advantages of having direction in
life. Susie noted the advantages of learning from disappointments in life. Don
reported his disappointment because ofhis failure to get ajob as a school guidance officer, and the success ofa UWA graduate . Susie stated the preference for
UWA graduates by the Education Department, showing support for Don's
theme. Noel noted how she tried to woo the Education Dept. but staffchanged.
Laura noted low rates of pay even for experienced teachers . Miguel supported
this theme by reiterating the Education Department's policy of employing UWA
graduates and an incestuous relationship . Noel noted the need to get things in
writing. Miguel felt we were scapegoats . Susie noted the need to hire experienced
teachers rather than new graduates. Don noted the need for training for new
graduates . Laura noted this training didn't occur. She described how she wanted
to be a Guidance Officer. Now she had the position she wondered if the position
was worth the stress. She noted discrimination re age and not having children.
Julie and Susie shared their experiences on these issues. Susie was confronted
driving the school bus and accused of being a student. She described her experiences as a young school teacher when students refused to follow instructions .
Noel shared similar experiences in her early years . Karen felt that being
thrown into the deep end helped. She learned quickly.

18

Julie described how she was confronted with doing an interview in her recent
work experience and learned from doing it. Noel asked Mary who had been
totally quiet to reflect on her views about Don's comments . Mary was distressed
and stated that Don like others misunderstood her and she had suffered a terrible week. Karen stated Don had been excessively clinical. Susie noted that Mary
had been withdrawn. Mary showed anger towards Noel because she felt she was
unable to lead a group . She felt Noel was pushing her. Noel was defended by
Karen. Noel also explained her policies as taking one step further than before .
Noel described her diffnculties in learning psychodrama .

82 Analysis 3es~ 3

Rodrizo challenged his comments by stating that he had not intended to impose
his values on others . He indicated that he was happy with other group members
doing their own thing, although he was committed to his ideas . The group reaffirmed the focal conflict or norm that the group could

different strategies to

reach a solution . The discussion then shifted to needy people and dangers in
being overwhelmed by needy people. This theme continued the focal conflict of
insecurity in the group . Don associated the insecurity theme with disappointwent over employment. He shifted the group theme to insecurity of employment
and the uncaring nature of the world . This metaphor may have referred to the
present group in terms of resentment towards the lack of recognition the group
was receiving. The group was wasting its time because there were no jobs. The
metaphor of insecurity and disappointment was continued by Julie who also felt
the group was not being recognised. However, she indicated the need to shift the
focal conflict onward to a focal solution by urging the group to continue and
experience life regardless of outcomes . Susie also saw experience in the
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group as a way to prepare the group and herself for the future. Noel as a disturbing influence towards change shifted the group theme to the need to take
risks within the group through her metaphor of 'jumping in at the deep end' .
Laura suggested that Her present job was disappointing and suggested a reactive
theme to the idea ofpreparation through study.

As Whitaker has noted, the job metaphor revolved around the function of the
group in the present, to try things out, take risks, experience the consequences,
prepare for the future or to be a secure place. The group theme seemed to be to
experience and take risks within the group in order to benefit from the group
and make the group a secure, safe place . Mary's emotional upset was a reactive
force, based on a flight assumption, which challenged the group's theme of taking
risks. Mary indicated that she felt misunderstood and unable to take risks such
as leading the group. The group then shifted backwards, by reasserting the old
theme, that difficulties could be resolved in different ways. The group expressed
its tolerance and acceptance ofMary's position, through Noel's description of her
difficulties in learning to be a group leader . It accepted the need not to take
risks and to take new experiences gradually until one is ready to take risks.

9. Session 4 Aug 25
9.1 ~5ranscript

Mary began the group by stating that things had gone better for her during the
week. She stressed the need to escape from bad marriages and her reaction to
Miguel's view ofmarriage which she felt was simplistic. She described how her
son had been aided with colour glasses and how happy she was with these advances in helping his learning difficulties. Karen noted what a relief this must
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have been to her.

Karen noted how she had defended Noel the previous week. Julie had defended
Mary, Mary noted . Noel indicated her appreciation. Karen felt that she wasn't
looked after in her first marriage and enjoyed being looked after in her current
relationship . She was learning to be able to accept support . Noel shared a similar experience which she enjoys since the retirement of her husband. Laura
stated how much she missed working as a team with the Department . She
missed the support. Don noted the contrast with the public service . Miguel
noted the support and help he received at Edith Cowan. He stated he was learning and growing and going somewhere. Noel noted she liked people who enjoyed
learning at WACAE. Miguel described why he enrolled at Edith Cowan, to learn
more strategies for dealing with people. Laura noted how UWA was irrelevant
for her needs. Don also noted the usefulness of an applied approach at Edith
Cowan. Mary reviewed the Murdoch courses negatively . Susie noted that she
too enjoyed the courses, more so now she was mature . She did dislike essays and
found research methods hard and frustrating. She described how her daughter
didn't want her to leave and the dilemma she faced, to be with the child or work.
Peter described a similar dilemma. Peter found study hard with 3 people at
home. Peter has a responsibility to himself and needed outside interests . He
noted how he had kept their son with them in university. He spent time with his
children. A king size bed was used to keep close relations. Susie noted that she
had achieved a lot today. Susie felt the daughter punished her for going out. Don
warned the child would control her. Mary described a similar situation with her
daughter. Susie noted how she used techniques with children that she promised
never to use. Laura agreed. Peter talked about jumping in the deep end with the
first child. Parents gave more freedom with later children. Peter stated that we
were institutionalised in dealing with children and segregated them unnecessari21

ly with their own room. He keeps his son in the parents room and it worked .
Mary noted she kept her babies with her. Others noted sleeping with parents .
There was a need to break traditions or norms. Noel noted the need for big beds.
Susie described her experiences . Karen never experienced sleeping with parents .
She described her distress and lack of support. Miguel was not allowed in bed
with his grandfather after peeing in the bed . Discussion then revolved around
intercoms and separate rooms . Karen noted how she stayed awake when she
first adopted a foster child . Susie commented that she was the one who always
got up with a crying baby. Miguel expressed his warmness towards Peter's
family and experiential approach. Peter responded by the need for an education
with experiences rather than institutionalisation . School was too narrow for
children. Don commented on advantages of bus trips. Laura noted a trip to
Europe at 12 and the attitudes and geography learned. Karen and Don shared
similar experiences. Susie noted her hatred of a Catholic boarding school where
she was sent after a kidnap attempt. It was rigid and unfriendly and ritualised.

92 Analysiis:

As fourth of five meetings, research into the stages in the group process suggest
that this stage may have been most productive and positive with least anxiety
and an increased comfort with risk taking (Bion, 1959). The initial focal conflict
continued from the previous week and continued to revolve around the theme of
~ group safety and the need to take risks and learn by doing. The disturbing
motive led to modification to the theme with regards to the importance of support to safety and the enjoyment of life. The issue of support was a restrictive
group solution in answer to anxiety and insecurity. Support was mentioned by
Karen with her appreciation of her second husband, Mary, who appreciated
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medical support, Noel who appreciated the support ofher husband, and Laura who
missed team support. Miguel and Don discussed the value they placed on the
support of their university studies . Mary and Laura criticised the lack of support
they had obtained from other universities.

The second restrictive solution also seemed to be present . This was the group
theme of family interwove~i with the support theme. The group expressed the
need for family support. Karen and Noel appreciated their husbands. Susie
discussed the need for support in managing her daughter and the dilemma of
family or work. This theme was taken up by Peter who noted that the family
required work to grow, and then focussed on how he supported his family in spite
of conventions through sleeping in the same bed as his children. The rest of the
group discussed the degree to which their families provided support and safety
for them, when they were young. Support for young babies was discussed by
Susie and Karen. Miguel once again expressed appreciation for the closeness of
Peter's family unit.

With the security of two restrictive solutions, support and the family, the group
felt secure and moved forward. It tended to readopt the previous week's theme
of risk taking and the permission of the group was given to try things one's own
way. Peter talked about jumping in at the deep end with the first child, using a
metaphor about risk taking with children. The group supported Peter's experiential approach to education and the need to broaden attitudes and experiences
through travel .

From this discussion a reactive shift occurred with blocking of the group by
Susie. The group became anxious and reverted to its original theme of safety .
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Susie mentioned her kidnapping and terrible experiences in boarding school. She
seemed to indicate that experiences without support were dangerous.

The relationship between present events and the discussion this week supported
the value ofthe classes and schooling experience and satisfaction that students
felt for the group's and teacher's support in class . The closeness of the family
unit suggests that the group was feeling more supported, secure and cohesive in
its processes and discussions . Risk taking suggested that the group should feel
comfortable expressing ideas and feelings in the group . This theme was challenged by Susie who warned the group ofthe dangers ofrisk taking.

10. Ses~an 5 September 3.
10.1 Tran~ipt

Miguel asked Rodrizo if he felt threatened by the group during the previous
week. Rodrizo indicated that he was comfortable . Don then spoke of his frustration, spending two hours driving to and from Joondalup, to attend a class with
three hours of overheads and lectures. He complained that experienced professionals were being treated as empty vessels to be filled with knowledge while no
use was being made of their backgrounds and expertise . Instead they were
exposed to large amounts of theory, unrelated to real life. Peter noted that the
course dynamics were wrong. There was excessive lecturing. Karen noted she
went home angry. She disliked the driving so far to get to class, felt preached at
and missed the discussion. She felt the lecturer perhaps was not current with
improvement of human services. The lecturer was negative in his approach.
Peter noted that he was trying to talk about paradigm shift to a better society.
Peter hoped he move on from his criticisms of human service delivery. Karen
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noted concern about loss of salary because of the need to attend a full day seminar. Miguel noted his enjoyment of the 1 day aeminar two years previously with
Errol. Rodrizo noted he had dropped out of the course the previous week. Julie
noted she couldn't travel the distance with her newjob and was worried because
it was too late to quit . Rodrizo said he found the course less useful than some.
Miguel said Errol was interesting. Don noted his need for experiential activity of
an interactive nature . Noel said 3 hours of lecture was too long. Miguel had
enjoyed the course previously with Errol. Peter noted that people didn't like
interviewing recipients' of human services . Miguel agreed and said he found that
part hard previously. Karen complained of the lecturer's use of excessive overheads. Noel noted why the course was offered, to give a sociological framework.
Mary said people took notes to stay awake. The room was cold too. Don noted
the need for redesign of the class presentation . Rodrizo said content in some
ways was useful . Talk focussed on traffic on freeway going out. Other human
service units were discussed . Noel noted that the department might redesign
their own courses and the PHD would be placed at Mt Lawley and Churchlands.
Without Errol things were different. The Human Delivery group was anti-professional. Karen felt it was anti everything. Miguel noted its ideological nature.
Peter felt the course was threatening in its approach, Don liked the content but
felt the lecturer should use expertise of students . He had spent 4 years in an
institution, yet his comments were disregarded or unwelcome. Peter noted Bob
must be unfamiliar with Errol's material. Noel said they ran lots of normalization
workshops. Miguel noted Bob was not in Errol's course much. Karen again said
Bob did not want to discuss positive comments such as mainstreaming.

Don was asked why he was in a chair. He reported breaking his neck in 1978 and
how he appreciated delivery of human services through the quadriplegic centre .
There was freedom there yet physical support. He noted getting married since
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the accident and mentioned his accident was as a car passenger late at night.

Noel discussed her bad car accident because of speeding youth. She reported
spending 3 months in hospital and the randomness of people being bought in.
They were moved off to different hospitals or died. Noel felt fortunate compared
to some. Noel described how her car was hit on the side and how fortunate she
was not to be wearing a seat belt and to have avoided spinal injury . Karen
described 2 car accidents,
that she didn't wear a seat belt.

one which damaged her back. Noel also noted
Noel described how her accident occurred and

her severe pain while she was being cut out from the car . She discussed the
uncertainty whether doctors could repair the damage . Don noted the other
people got out ok from his accident. Noel noted life was random and how calm he
was . Don noted that he still enjoyed his life, his loving wife and financial independence. Karen described how aboriginal youth being chased by police hit her
car and she was unassisted for some time. Susie noted how nervous and uncomfortable she was with talk of accident. Reference was made to a plane crash and
how lucky people were to miss the flight . Karen added that her youth were travelling at 140 km. Marks were still on the road. The youth escaped, but were later
caught. Karen's brother through chance was unable to help because he took an
alternative route. Karen received no help from 8 passing cars or the police . She
had hit her chest and couldn't breathe. Karen still feels nervous about being
passed by white cars. Uncertainty of life was apparent but Karen felt we had
survived . Final statements indicated enjoyment of the group. Julie enjoyed
hearing the accident details. Miguel appreciated the openness of the participants.
Karen enjoyed Rodrizo's humour. Noel enjoyed the discussions because they
were relaxing. Don enjoyed the process nature of the course and the unstructured nature of the group.Noel noted people only remembered experiences, not
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content.

102 Analysis, 3 Sept.

Discussion followed the restrictive solution of support/non-support from the
previous week. However, this support theme failed to emerge as a satisfactory
focal solution . There was a strong reactive motive to support as an umbrella to
ensure group safety . Don, Karen, Peter, Mary and Julie all indicated that they
felt a sense of non-support in their Tuesday night course . The group was cohesive in its criticism of this course. The idea of risk taking, and the theme that
people should take risks re-emerged. The lecturer by using lecture for 3 hours
was failing to take risks with the group. The theme of experiential learning again
emerged. Don was upset that the experience ofthe group was not being used. In
its reactive state, the group again expressed its insecurity by failing to support
this forward theme. Bion (1959) might see this group as accepting the basic
assumption state offlight. The group seemed divided as to how much experiential learning should be used.

Other group members found that the assignments

were threatening, including interviewing recipients of human services and spending a day together in a workshop . Miguel as a disturbing force, went against the
group theme by defending the seminar and his lecturer. As in past seminars, the
group was tolerant of Miguel's disagreement because he had completed the
course with a different lecturer.

Discussion of the course led to re-emergence of the focal conflict from the first
and second sessions related to lack of safety and the uncertain nature of life.
This focal theme was supported by Noel, Don and Karen who shared their experiences in car accidents . Susie also discussed plane accidents . The theme was the
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randomness with which death was administered and how horrific accidents could
be. The restrictive solutions of support and family were shown to be unsatisfactory in guaranteeing the group security . Consequently the group failed to reach a
focal solution to the issue of the insecurity oflife and of the group.

Both Bion (1959) and Whitaker (1964) recognise the shifting emphases and
emotions involved with group termination. Interpretation of the discussion from
a present perspective may be based on discontent and anxiety generated by the
group at its demise, a sense of mourning and resentment towards the leader that
the group was finished. The support and safety offered by the group was being
terminated, introducing the theme of uncertainty and randomness in the group
discussion yet again.

1L Ca®dv~

Group therapists believe that "a certain underlying orderliness can be identified"
in leaderless groups which allows groups to follow orderly lines, observable to an
analyst, beyond the knowledge of group members. (Whitaker & Lieberman,
1964, p. 243) . Bion (1959) suggests that basic assumption states provides a
means for explaining group discussion. Discussions of the psychology class resolved around issues of security and safety. The basic assumption state of fight or
flight may be used to explain group discussion . Because the group was unstructured group members could not look to anjudicious hegemonic leader . The fightflight assumption suggests self-preservation as the goal, realised by fighting an
enemy which in this case was the uncertainty of life or running away from danger. The group's search for security may have taken the form of a strong group
fight identification through discussions about support, risk taking and family. All
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individuals have some valency towards at least one predominant assumption
state. Some group members opposed the assumption state of fight and accepted
the alternative basic assumption state of flight or escape. Flight took the form of
challenging the worth of support, the family and of taking risks . Ultimately, this
escape would take the form of non-participation and withdrawal from the group .
Bion's (1959) assumptions remained constant during the life ofthe group and did
not deviate. Consequently, the group could be perceived to be struggling in a
characteristic way throughout all its meetings and its life. The group sought to
fmd some shield for its protection in its search for safety and sought a Valhalla
through fight or flight.

Whitaker & Lieberman (1964) suggested that groups possessed coherence
amidst their diversity because of shared underlying feelings. This underlying
element was apparent in therapeutic groups which Lacked a clear task orientation
such as the unstructured group conducted in this experiment. In addition
members of therapeutic groups are frequently insecure, anxious and may be
under stress. An emerging and common group concern or focal conflict was the
issue ofsafety . Beneath the immediate and rational nature of the group discussion were connections to be made around emotional feelings of insecurity, and
anxiety and around symbols, such as metaphors of the family and 'jumping in at
the deep end .' In this unstructured group, the direction taken by the conversation diverted in unexpected ways and appeared disconnected as it discussed
university classes, jobs, families and accidents. The path taken by the conversation was explicable by following the hidden logic based on connections to similar
emotions which underlay the conversation . These emotions related to lack of
safety as identified by medical crises, plane and car crashes and the inability to
obtain employment. The connections were made associately because of a height-
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ened emotional state of anxiety and fear, and the lack ofstructure in the group.

The group worked towards solution to its focal conflict ofinsecurity . .'his solution
j'
was to support each other, to unite as a family and to be tolerant of risk taking.
Movement towards the solution was gradual and occurred as a result of such
disturbing motives as willingness to take risks and a search for support. Reactive
motives which opposed movement towards a solution included a refusal to
accept the metaphors of family and risk taking as solutions for the safety of the
group. The focal conflict over the safety issue referred to shifts bought about by
the interaction of disturbing and reactive motives amongst the group majority to
reduce anxiety and insecurity in order to allay underlying conflicting feelings,
wishes and fears. Group discussions threatened individuals within the group by
challenging their restrictive solutions as incompatible with the group solution .
Thus the group as a majority favoured the family and risk taking to ensure safety. Rejection of the family and a refusal to take risks were examples of restrictive solutions by the minority. Conflicts of solutions to ensure the safety ofthe
group led to a choice of a willingness to permit mutual tolerance of different
solutions and group support of different strategies which reduced fears and
anxiety . Members such as Peter and Miguel sought to influence the group prior
to the adoption ofa group solution and other members sought to block the group
in its choice of solutions . The focal group conflict appeared to emerge slowly
during a group's life in a series of steps or shifts in equilibrium with every
remark relevant to either the disturbing or reactive motive or the solution . Thus
the group accepted Rodrizo's preference towards social action, Mary's refusal to
take risks and her questioning of the importance of intact families for safety and
harmony. Shifts occurred in individual stances as each sought to meet wishes or
react to fears, negotiating to persuade the group to adopt their favourite solutions. Rodrizo, for instance, indicated that he tolerated people choosing their
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own methods to help others and ensure group protection. The group seemed to
become increasingly committed, and achieved partial solutions for initial focal
conflicts related to safety and job insecurity by the fourth meeting. This marked
the established phase in which themes reoccurred in the third and fourth sessions and were resolved with restrictive or enabling solutions related to satisfaction with group support.

The members learned ~ groups by actively discussing core focal conflicts such as
class problems, job insecurity, family issues and accidents in safety. These were
issues with which individual member's habitual solutions have not worked .
Members, for instance, had not been able to fmd jobs or guarantee their own
safety . Accidents had still happened to them in spite of their efforts . One learned
that these frequently used modes of response, traditionally used to ensure safety, were not necessarily effective by group feedback, self-questioning, exposure
to new information and examination of the positions of others . In this way the
member learned to explore other techniques .

The movement of the group represented the sum of individual moves. Feelings
of anxiety and attitudes varied based on the relationship of group to private
concerns . The degree ofexploration related to the degree that the group solution related to support and satisfied group fears or anxieties. The higher the
degree of anxiety, the less the willingness to take risks by group members . The
unsatisfactory nature of the restrictive group solution was most apparent in the
final session with the reemergence of the focal conflict of the failure of schooling
to meet group needs and the uncertainty and fragility of life .

Movement to a new theme by a group usually occurred with expression of a
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solution which met most needs and the expression of new disturbing motives.
The shortness of the group life with only five sessions did not permit adequate
time to reach a final focal solution . Yet in spite of some apparent movement
forward in resolving the safety issue, related themes such as discontent . with
classes reoceurred during both the formative and established phases in a recividirt manner.

Whitaker's and Lieberman's (1964) focal group conflict with its disturbing and
reactive motives is more explanatory than Bion's (1959) model in explaining how
individuals benefit and change in groups. The model allowed room for growth in
individual understanding and behaviour in the group as opposed to Bion's (1959)
assertion that all members had reverted to basic assumption states. The model
suggested progress of a group to a win-win situation in which a rational solution
will eventually be adopted which benefits all group members and meets the
group needs.

Yet the lack of conscious awareness of the group in addressing the central focal
conflict of safety was reminiscent of Bion's (1959) anti-rational approach. As
individuals may be dominated by the unknown forces of the superego and id in
Freudian psychoanalytical terminology, so both models imply that the group was
guided by unknowable unconscious forces which provided underlying continuity
to the group process. The basic assumption states of dependency, fight-flight and
pairing were replaced by Whitaker and Lieberman (1964) with an underlying but
unconscious focal conflict which members both wished and feared to resolve. In
both models the group demonstrated an underlying orderliness as members
unconsciously accepted assumptions of fight or flight or reacted to focal conflicts
around safety.
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